For HIV-1 to enter a cell, its envelope protein (Env) must sequentially engage CD4 and a chemokine coreceptor, triggering conformational changes in Env that ultimately lead to fusion between the viral and host cell membranes. Each step of the virus entry pathway is a potential target for novel antiviral agents termed entry inhibitors. A growing number of entry inhibitors are under clinical development, with one having already been licensed by the Food and Drug Administration. With the emergence of virus strains that are largely resistant to existing reverse transcriptase and protease inhibitors, the development of entry inhibitors comes at an opportune time. Nonetheless, because all entry inhibitors target in some manner the highly variable Env protein of HIV-1, there are likely to be challenges in their efficient application that are unique to this class of drugs. Env density, receptor expression levels, and differences in affinity and receptor presentation are all factors that could influence the clinical response to this promising class of new antiviral agents.
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A new class of anti-HIV-1 drugs has been developed: compounds known variously as fusion or entry inhibitors (1, 2) . The most clinically advanced entry inhibitor, T20 (known now as enfuvirtide) from Trimeris (Durham, NC), has now been licensed by the Food and Drug Administration. Many other compounds are presently in or will soon approach earlier-stage clinical trials. Clinical efficacy in the sense of drug-induced reductions in plasma viremia has been shown for several entry inhibitors including those that block membrane fusion (3) (4) (5) , binding of the viral gp120 protein to the CD4 receptor (6) , and binding of gp120 to either the CCR5 (B. Baroudy and M. Laughlin, personal communication) or CXCR4 (G. Bridger, personal communication) coreceptors. Hence, it seems likely that entry inhibitors will prove to be effective additions to the reversetranscriptase (RT) and protease inhibitors that are presently used to treat HIV-1 infection. It can be anticipated, however, that entry inhibitors will need to be used in combination with these other antiretrovirals for long-term suppression of circulating virus to be achieved. It is also likely that resistance to entry inhibitors will arise and that viral genotyping and phenotyping will probably become important clinical tests that will help guide entry-inhibitor therapy. In addition, there are several issues relating to the safety and application of entry inhibitors that are predictable enough from preclinical and early clinical data to warrant discussion here.
Mechanism of HIV-1 Entry and Its Inhibition
The development of entry inhibitors has been facilitated by the discovery of the cellular receptors needed for virus infection and by the consequent understanding of the receptor-induced conformational changes in the viral envelope (Env) protein that lead to virus-cell fusion (7) (8) (9) . Env is a homotrimeric type I integral membrane protein; each Env subunit consists of a gp120 surface protein that mediates binding to cellular receptors and a noncovalently associated gp41 transmembrane protein that has a hydrophobic fusion peptide at its N terminus (7). For HIV-1 to enter a cell, Env must be triggered to undergo conformational changes that mediate fusion between the viral and cellular membranes (Fig. 1) . The first step in the fusion process entails binding of gp120 subunits to cell surface CD4 molecules. The structure of a large portion of gp120 in complex with CD4 has been determined, revealing a conserved ''pocket'' into which a region of CD4 inserts (10) . PRO 542, a tetrameric, CD4-based chimeric protein consisting of four gp120-binding domains fused to IgG2 Fc regions, can neutralize primary viruses by preventing CD4 binding (11) . In addition, the conserved CD4-binding pocket on gp120 is a target for BMS-806, a small molecule with potent antiviral activity against primary isolates in vitro (12) .
Although CD4 binding is required for infection by the vast majority of primary HIV-1 strains, it is not sufficient by itself. A coreceptor is also necessary, usually one of the chemokine receptors CCR5 or CXCR4 (7-9). Coreceptor binding is made possible by the conformational changes induced in gp120 by CD4 binding; the resulting structural rearrangements of gp120 domains create or expose the coreceptor-binding site (13) . Together, CD4 and coreceptor binding induce additional conformational changes in gp41, including exposure of the fusion peptide, which is first displaced toward the cell membrane and then inserts into it (8) . These processes seem to be mediated in part by the formation of a triple-stranded coiled coil from the N-terminal helical regions, termed HR1, of each of the three gp41 ectodomains (Fig. 1) . Formation of this structure can be induced by CD4 binding alone (14) (15) (16) . The gp41 subunit then folds back on itself, allowing a second, more C-terminal helical region, termed HR2, to pack into grooves on the outside of the triple-stranded coiled coil. Eventually, a six-helix bundle is formed, comprising three HR1 domains in the center, with three HR2 domains packed on the outside in an antiparallel fashion (Fig. 1) . As a result of this transition, the fusion peptide and transmembrane domain of gp41, along with their associated membranes, are brought into close proximity (17, 18) . The change in free energy associated with this structural transition is predicted to be sufficient to cause lipid mixing and membrane fusion (8, 14) . T20 is a peptide based on the sequence of the HR2 region. It binds to the triple-stranded coiled coil formed by the three HR1 domains, thereby preventing formation of the six-helix bundle and hence inhibiting membrane fusion (19) . Thus, T20 targets a structural intermediate of the fusion process: It does not bind to native Env, nor does it bind to the six-helix bundle. Rather, it binds to a transient Env conformation that is induced by CD4 binding (14) (15) (16) but lost when the six-helix bundle forms.
Virus-Dependent Influences on the Efficacy of Entry Inhibitors
The complexity of the virus-cell fusion process outlined above allows for several different, to some extent interlocking, influences on the potency with which different inhibitors can antagonize entry. Because all entry inhibitors target the viral Env protein directly (e.g., PRO 542 or T20) or indirectly (e.g., coreceptor blockers) and Env is the most variable of the HIV-1 proteins, it is not surprising that primary virus strains differ in their sensitivity to entry inhibitors. Moreover, the extent of strain-to-strain variation is markedly greater for entry inhibitors than it is for RT and protease inhibitors (20) . The actual viral factors that influence entry-inhibitor sensitivity are only now being identified and understood, but they presumably involve variation in both gp120 and gp41.
As a general principle, it can be anticipated that the more rapid and efficient the rate of fusion, the less active any entry inhibitor is likely to be (21) . Hence, viral factors that increase fusion efficiency will probably act to reduce the potency of all entry inhibitors, perhaps even including neutralizing antibodies. Although Env is the principal viral determinant of entry efficiency, a subsidiary influence, at least in theory, could be the p17 ''matrix'' product of the gag gene, which plays an important role in Env incorporation into virions. Theoretically, changes in p17 could affect the density of Env on the virion surface, which could increase viral resistance against any inhibitors directed at Env, including neutralizing antibodies (22) . It is unknown whether natural or inhibitor-selected differences in Env incorporation caused by changes in Env or Gag sequences will be relevant in practice, however.
A more important viral influence on entry-inhibitor action is likely to be conferred by sequence variation that affects Env function directly. Env is an exceptionally plastic protein in that it can tolerate an enormous degree of sequence variation with seemingly minimal effects on how well it works (23) . In general, the higher the affinity of virion-associated Env for CD4 and coreceptor, the less vulnerable the receptor-binding stages of entry will be to inhibition. In fact, enhanced affinity for coreceptors resulting from changes in either the V3 loop or the bridging sheet region of gp120 correlates with increased fusion kinetics, and thence resistance to both T20 and coreceptor inhibitors (21) . Changes in Env away from the receptor binding sites could also influence entryinhibitor sensitivity. As an example, the A model for HIV entry is shown, with the steps prevented by different entry inhibitors shown rather than the step at which each entry inhibitor binds. For example, T20 binds to Env after it engages CD4 (second section), but it blocks six-helix bundle formation (fourth section). BMS-806 binds to the native Env (first section) and prevents binding to CD4 (second section).The Env protein is a homotrimeric protein with each subunit containing surface gp120 and membrane-spanning gp41 proteins. The native Env trimer is a target for neutralizing antibodies (first section), although few other broadly cross-reactive, neutralizing antibodies have been described. Binding to CD4 is mediated by the gp120 subunit, and this can be inhibited by the small molecule inhibitor BMS-806 (Bristol-Myers Squibb) by the CD4-IgG2 chimera PRO 542 (Progenics, Tarrytown, NY) and by the anti-CD4 antibody TNX-355 (Tanox, Houston) (second section). CD4 binding induces conformational changes in gp120 that result in the exposure of a conserved region that participates in coreceptor binding (second section). This conserved region is, in the native trimer, hidden in part by variable loops that are thought to be repositioned after CD4 binding. Although only a single CD4-binding event is shown, multiple CD4-binding events may be needed to activate a single Env trimer. CD4 binding also makes Env a target for the fusion inhibitor T20, a peptide that binds to a triple-stranded coiled coil in the N-terminal region of gp41 that is formed by the helical HR1 domains (shown by green cylinders). A more potent fusion inhibitor that has completed early clinical trials, T1249, also targets this region. It is not known with what efficiency the T20-binding site is exposed by CD4 binding alone, and it is possible that coreceptor binding may be needed to cause full exposure. After CD4 binding, gp120 binds to a seven-transmembrane domain coreceptor (third section, CoR). Coreceptor binding can be inhibited by several CCR5 blockers that are under clinical development including SCH-C and SCH-D (both from Schering-Plough) and UK-427,857 (from Pfizer, Sandwich, U.K.; C. Hitchcock, personal communication), by the anti-CCR5 antibody PRO-140 (Progenics), and by the CXCR4 inhibitors AMD3100 and AMD070 (both from AnorMED, Vancouver). The hydrophobic fusion peptide at the N terminus of gp41 becomes exposed and inserts into the membrane of the cell. Whether this results from CD4 binding or coreceptor binding is not known. Coreceptor binding ultimately results in formation of a six-helix bundle in which the helical HR2 domains in each gp41 subunit fold back and pack into grooves on the outside of the triple-stranded HR1 domains (fourth section), bringing the fusion peptide and transmembrane domain of gp41 (and their associated membranes) into close proximity. It is likely that several Env trimers need to undergo this conformational change in order to form a fusion pore, although here only two trimers are depicted. It is not known whether gp120 remains associated during the fusion process or dissociates from gp41.
accessibility of mAb epitopes (and presumably also the receptor-binding sites) within the gp120 components of the Env trimer can be affected by single amino acid changes in the extracellular domain of gp41 (24) and even by sequence variation within the gp41 cytoplasmic domain (25) . The extensive glycosylation of Env is another variable that could influence how efficiently mAbs bind to gp120 (26) and even, perhaps, the activity of gp41-binding compounds such as T20. A yet further complication is that the Env complex must retain its natural resistance to the binding of neutralizing antibodies in vivo even under the selection pressure of entry inhibitors; a virus that becomes neutralization-sensitive will not persist. HIV-1 and its animal counterparts probably pay a price for the structural devices that protect them from the humoral immune system by reducing their affinity for receptors and hence their rate of fusion (11) . In vitro, the defenses perhaps can be weakened, because the virus trades protection for fusion efficiency (27) . Overall, sequence variation almost anywhere in Env could affect its fusion function, the vulnerability of the entry process to various inhibitors, and the way HIV-1 escapes from them.
Host-Dependent Influences on the Efficacy of Entry Inhibitors
That virally encoded factors affect the potency of an anti-HIV-1 drug would scarcely be news to anyone who has studied RT and protease inhibitors. However, host factors also come into play with entry inhibitors in a way that simply does not apply for the older classes of drugs. Indeed, it is likely that infected individuals will respond quite differently to entry inhibitors. There are several reasons to believe this will be so, and the limited clinical experience gained from the phase I trials of SCH-C in humans tends to confirm the supposition. Thus, viral load declines after 10 days of dosing with an intermediate dose of SCH-C varied from 0 to Ͼ1.5 log in 12 different individuals infected with only R5 viruses (B. Baroudy and M. Laughlin, personal communication). An obvious variable is the inherent sensitivity of the infecting strain to the effect of a CCR5 inhibitor, which can differ significantly from strain to strain in vitro (28, 29) . However, all the viruses isolated from the individuals in the clinical cohort discussed above had an approximately equal sensitivity to SCH-C in vitro (B. Baroudy, personal communication). The observed variation therefore may have an alternative explanation. Some of it could be a pharmacological effect relating to differences in drug absorption and metabolism between individuals, but another possibility lies in the dynamics of coreceptor-dependent HIV-1 entry. Specifically, the rate of virus-cell fusion is influenced by the density of CCR5 coreceptors on the cell surface (21), with higher levels of coreceptor being linked to enhanced fusion kinetics and increased resistance to T20 and coreceptor inhibitors (21) . Moreover, the potency of a CCR5 inhibitor as a competitive inhibitor of virus-cell fusion will be inversely proportional to the density of CCR5 receptors available on the cell surface. In humans, baseline CCR5 expression on freshly isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells spans at least a 20-fold range among humans who possess two wild-type coding alleles (30) (31) (32) . Clearly, this degree of variation is significantly greater than the 2-fold reduction caused by possession of an allele encoding the defective CCR5-⌬32 protein, a gene-dosing effect sufficient to reduce the rate of disease progression (30) . It can be presumed, although it has never been demonstrated properly, that a major influence on CCR5 expression in vivo is variation in the upstream regulatory regions of CCR5. Several common polymorphisms in these regions have been linked to increased or reduced rates of disease progression in HIV-1-infected people, probably by altering the extent of CCR5 protein production in one or more tissues (33) .
An additional influence on CCR5 expression is immune activation caused by intercurrent infections, which may be of particular importance for understanding the pathogenesis of HIV-1 infection in regions of Africa where parasitic infections are relatively common (34) . Minor coding polymorphisms in CCR5 have also been described that could possibly have an impact on the efficacy of CCR5 inhibitors but at too low of a population frequency (Ͻ Ͻ1%) for them to have much relevance in clinical practice (35) . A far greater but as yet almost completely undefined influence could be any cellular factors that affect the rate of CCR5 recycling either basally or in response to the binding of a small molecule inhibitor. In other words, any cellular parameter that significantly alters the expression of free, functional CCR5 on the target cell surface either naturally or in response to the binding of a CCR5 inhibitor could have a profound influence on the efficacy of an entry inhibitor, particularly a CCR5 inhibitor. Finally, any differences in CCR5 processing (such as sulfation) that changed the conformation or surface availability of the coreceptor could also affect sensitivity to entry inhibitors (36) .
The functional expression of CCR5, and hence the vulnerability of CCR5-mediated HIV-1 entry to antagonism by an exogenous inhibitor, also could be modulated by CC-chemokine secretion. The natural chemokine ligands of CCR5 include MIP-1␣, MIP-1␤, and regulated on activation normal T cell expressed and secreted (RANTES), molecules that act to inhibit HIV-1 entry in vitro by reducing access of the virus to its coreceptor and͞or by causing coreceptor down-regulation (9) . The expression of these CC-chemokines affects disease progression rates in HIV-1-infected people; the higher the levels of RANTES expression in peripheral blood mononuclear cells ex vivo, the slower the individual progresses to AIDS and death (37) . Genetic influences on CC-chemokine expression have been documented and linked to rates of disease progression, such as a polymorphism in the RANTES promoter (33) . In addition, the less CCR5 that is expressed on CD4 ϩ T cells, at least in vitro, the more CC-chemokines are secreted because of the existence of a regulatory loop that modulates the levels of both the receptor and its ligands (30) . Hence, a reduction of CCR5 expression does not just reduce the efficiency of HIV-1 entry; it can also increase the local concentration of inhibitors of CCR5-mediated entry, creating a nonlinear relationship between CCR5 expression and HIV-1 replication.
How variation in CC-chemokine levels affects the antiviral activity of a small molecule inhibitor of CCR5 is therefore complex because of the existence of several interconnecting variables. These include competition between the CCchemokine and the small molecule inhibitor for CCR5 binding (and also for HIV-1 gp120 binding), variation in the extent to which the binding sites on CCR5 for the different ligands (CCchemokine, gp120, and small molecule) physically overlap, and the different ways in which the various ligands might cause short-and long-term down-regulation of CCR5. Time is another variable. Some of the effects discussed above may be of short duration, such as the physical competition between a CCR5 inhibitor and an HIV-1 virion for an overlapping binding site on CCR5. However, other events could conceivably last longer, for example, CCR5 down-regulation, CC-chemokine up-regulation, or any presence of inhibitor-blocked CCR5 on the cell surface that is sustained even in the absence of free inhibitor. Much remains to be learned from clinical trials or experiments in animal models. Many of the issues discussed above apply, of course, also to CXCR4 inhibitors.
Resistance Pathways and Safety Considerations
It is to be expected that HIV-1 will evolve resistance to entry inhibitors just as it does to the existing classes of antiviral drugs (38) , which is likely to necessitate the development of new clinical tests. The evolution of resistance will be minimized, but of course not eliminated, by the use of entry inhibitors in combination either with each other or existing RT and protease inhibitors. It will be important both to determine how the resistance of HIV-1 to any given entry inhibitor influences its sensitivity to other entry inhibitors and to understand the relationship between resistance and viral pathogenesis.
Thus far, there is very little information available on the development of resistance to entry inhibitors either in vitro or in vivo. T20 resistance has been studied in vitro and is now being documented in vivo (39) . Maximal resistance to T20 in vitro seems to involve the generation of single amino acid changes in the region of gp41 to which T20 binds (40) . Similar mutations have also been observed in vivo, particularly in patients who receive suboptimal doses of T20 (41) . Resistance to T1249, a more potent analog of T20, has not been described yet in vitro or in vivo, although it will surely occur. Changes elsewhere in Env, including the V3 loop and the coreceptor-binding site in gp120, may affect fusion kinetics and can also influence sensitivity to T20 and T1249 (21) .
Resistance to coreceptor inhibitors can occur via two different mechanisms. A virus can either acquire changes in Env that enable it to engage the coreceptor differently, whether or not the inhibitor is present, or it can switch the coreceptor it uses, for example from CCR5 to CXCR4. Because the presence of viruses that use CXCR4 in vivo is associated with a poor prognosis, the latter escape pathway is a point of concern, particularly if CXCR4 use persisted after the cessation of CCR5 inhibitor therapy. There is little or no evidence to suggest that coreceptors other than CCR5 and CXCR4 are important for HIV-1 infection in vivo. To date, most studies designed to select for viral resistance to coreceptor inhibitors used cell lines that express only a single coreceptor. Thus, coreceptor switching was not possible, and drug resistance was invariably associated with alterations in how the virus bound to its original coreceptor (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) . Whether these changes created a different binding site for the coreceptor that was not affected by the inhibitor or resulted in enhanced coreceptor affinity has not been determined. Enhanced coreceptor affinity itself might result in increased pathogenicity by enabling HIV-1 to infect cells that express only low levels of coreceptor (48) . Finally, the development of high-level resistance to coreceptor inhibitors in vitro has invariably involved multiple sequence changes in gp120 (45, 47, 49) . Were this to be the norm in vivo, evolution of resistant viruses would be neither simple nor rapid.
Coreceptor switching is possible when HIV-1 is grown in the presence of a coreceptor inhibitor on cells that express both CCR5 and CXCR4, although it does not always occur (49, 50) . When an uncloned, R5 primary isolate was cultured in human peripheral blood mononuclear cells with increasing concentrations of the small molecule CCR5 inhibitor, AD101, the virus evolved to use CCR5 in an AD101-insensitive manner (49) . Both the selection of resistant variants from an initial quasispecies and de novo mutation were involved in AD101-resistance development (S. E. Kuhmann and J.P.M., unpublished results). Similar results have been obtained with a second R5 virus and with a different CCR5 inhibitor, SCH-C (ref. 49 and J. Strizki and B. Baroudy, personal communication), and with other small molecule CCR5 inhibitors (S. E. Kuhmann and J.P.M., unpublished results). In contrast, when the CXCR4 inhibitor AMD3100 was applied to peripheral blood mononuclear cells infected with X4 or R5X4 viruses, R5 viruses expanded within the cultures, reflecting either de novo evolution of R5 escape mutants or the selection and expansion of variants able to use CCR5 (51, 52) . Thus, the few completed in vitro studies indicate that CCR5 is the preferred coreceptor at least under the experimental conditions used thus far. Whether this will always be the case or whether the particular pathway followed will be a stochastic process even in vitro will require additional studies with different input viruses and different CCR5 inhibitors. Similar caveats apply, in principle, to the clinical use of CXCR4 inhibitors. Of course, the possibility of coreceptor switching would be reduced by the simultaneous use of CCR5 and CXCR4 inhibitors, if both classes of drug could be developed.
Implications for Clinical Monitoring and Treatment
At present, CD4 counts and virus-load measurements are the major quantitative tests that are used to determine when to treat patients and when to change treatment regimens. Viral genotyping, in which virus is analyzed for specific mutations known to impart resistance to RT and protease inhibitors, is becoming increasingly common (53, 54) . We anticipate that the use of entry inhibitors will have implications for clinical monitoring. It will be important to assess the relative proportions of R5, R5X4, and X4 viruses in individuals scheduled to receive coreceptor blockers, because CCR5 inhibitors are unlikely to significantly benefit patients harboring mostly X4 viruses, and vice versa for CXCR4 inhibitors. In addition, the possible evolution of X4 viruses in individuals receiving CCR5 inhibitors will have to be monitored particularly carefully, because their emergence would be an indication to stop or change therapy.
In addition to viral phenotyping, both viral and host genotypic tests might be developed to predict the probability of treatment success or even to adjust drug dosing. It is possible, for example, that ⌬32-ccr5 or CCR5 promoter genotyping could prove useful because of their actual or potential effect on CCR5 expression levels, which in turn influence the potency of both fusion inhibitors and coreceptor inhibitors (21) . In some cases, for inhibitors that actually interact with Env directly, it might be possible to make some assessments of how sequence variation affects the binding of the compound. For example, the binding site for T20 on gp41 is known in broad outline, and the principal variation that occurs under drug-selection pressure involves amino acid changes in this region (40) , although other changes in Env are also likely to influence T20 sensitivity (21) . Clearly, greater understanding of both viral and host factors that affect the potency of entry inhibitors would facilitate the development of new clinical monitoring tools that could make the application of entry inhibitors more efficient, increase the probability of treatment success, and limit the evolution of drug-resistant variants.
Conclusions
We believe that entry inhibitors will be important additions to the weapons now used to combat HIV-1 infection. They may also have an equally valuable role to play as topical microbicides or even systemically applied prophylactic drugs to prevent the sexual transmission of HIV-1, because in the absence of an effective vaccine, some form of biological intervention to reduce the spread of this virus is a public health priority. Likewise, the use of entry inhibitors to prevent maternal-infant transmission should also be considered. Although there is likely to be variation in how different individuals respond to the same inhibitor over and above what is conferred by virus-dependent factors, most recipients are likely to benefit substantially from entry inhibitors. This applies particularly to people who have failed therapy with conventional drugs or who will do so in the future, but treatmentnaive patients should also respond extremely well. Viral escape from entry inhibitors is to be expected, and the process may be more complex (and hence arguably slower) than clinicians have been used to with protease and RT inhibitors. Issues surrounding the possible evolution of HIV-1 to a more virulent form will need to be monitored carefully, particularly with CCR5 inhibitors. Indeed, screening assays to avoid the use of these drugs in patients for whom they are unsuitable may have to be used routinely. Overall, the application of different types of entry inhibitor in combination with each other and with existing drugs is an obvious step to take for good reasons that have emerged from preclinical studies (55) .
